
FDA WRITING AN EFFECTIVE 483 RESPONSES

Following an FDA inspection, you may be issued an FDA Form â€”a form listing Inspectional Observations of current
issues and/or potentially problematic conditions. Although it does not represent the FDAâ€™s final determination on
compliance, deciding not to respond to FDA 

Writing a response to FDA can be a little like coming across an automobile crash on a busy highway. At
Halloran, she focuses on regulatory strategies and submissions as well as the development and implementation
of quality processes. Inspection preparedness was also discussed. The response included a copy of a written
procedure developed to prevent recurrence of the violation. Executive management should be brought on right
away to enable and support the response, marshal resources, prioritize company attention, and run external
interference. Cochran said that a good CAPA plan should assess the root cause of deficiencies; identify the
problems; evaluate the extent of problems; give a clear timeline, describe the CAPA being taken; and reassess
the root cause. Sometimes, the cause is a drift over time in quality oversight. Like any business obstacle, a
response requires dedicated, focused efforts to resolve the problem and, ultimately, leave your company with a
competitive advantage. Write a thorough, proactive response. Take and maintain control to achieve a
successful response Although responding to a can be a complicated process, it can be reduced to several key
components: Acknowledge the observation at the executive level, quickly ascertain the root cause, react with
commitment and urgency, acknowledge when you need outside expertise, and show progress. Acknowledge
this new reality and show that the company is committed to easing the burden â€” either by providing more
resources or temporarily removing some responsibilities. Other times, it's a lack of resources. A response to
FDA can be a hefty document â€” many are in paper form â€” with hundreds of attachments. Quality units are
routinely slapped with significant observations or, even worse, a warning letter , whenever FDA has concerns
about product quality, organizational control, complaint handling, or management oversight. However, both
told the training session that if there are issues identified on a , then a clear written response can help prevent
enforcement action, including a Warning Letter, by FDA. Regulatory advisors or consultants experienced with
FDA communication should review the response. Timing is everything. These are important voices and
represent the teams that will have to implement any follow-up actions committed to by the company. It is
critical to hold a regular team meeting â€” typically weekly, in the beginning â€” to provide status updates on
how observation responses are coming together. Immediately secure executive leadership support and the right
expertise. These elements include a clear statement of research; alternative procedures; a discussion of
confidentiality and other important information. Cochran gave an example of an adequate response to an FDA
for protocol violations. She stated that it is the assessment at BIMO that makes the final compliance
determination for Bioresearch Monitoring inspections. Every observation should have a thorough root cause
analysis performed and, if necessary, one or more corrective and preventive actions CAPAs identified, along
with a CAPA reference. This team will be responsible for overseeing the response and the daily or
every-other-day briefings that will keep executives apprised of progress and prevent meddling. Inquire if
executive management wants to participate.


